We used a battery of 10 monoclonal antibodies directed against different identified peptide sequences within the car- (Wald and Brown, 1956) . Rhodopsin is one of the most intensely studied membrane proteins.
The biochemistry and physiology of the light-induced changes are well understood (Hagins et al., 1970; Hubbard et al., 1965) , its mobility within the disc membrane has been measured (Poo and Cone, 1973) , and recently the amino acid sequence has been determined (Hargnave et al., 1983; Ovinchinnikov et al., 1982) and the entire gene has been cloned (Nathans and Hogness, 1983) .
From analysis of hydrophobic and hydrophilic sequences, and limited tryptic digestion, the presently held model for rhodopsin is of an intrinsic membrane protein with seven transmembnane helices, similar to bacteniorhodopsin and 3-adnenergic receptor (Dixon et al., 1986; Engelman et al., 1983 Grip, 1985) .
For example, subcellulan distribution (Fekete and Barnstable, 1983; Pease et al., 1983; Barnstable, 1980; Papermaster et al., 1978; Jan and Revel, 1974; Dewey et al., 1969) , identification on polyacrylamide gels (Witt et al., 1984; Molday and Molday, 1979) ; intraand inter-specific differences (Hicks and Molday, 1986; Nm and Papenmasten, 1983; MacKenzie et al., 1984) , molecular structure (Molday and MacKenzie, 1983; MacKenzie and Molday, 1982) , directed transport (Papenmaster et al., 1985) , and developmental changes (Hicks and Bannstable, 1986; Nm et al., 1984; Bannstable, 1982) have all been studied using immunological probes. et al. , 1986 ). In addition, many antibodies against epitopes with the carboxyl terminal part ofthe protein and one against a cytoplasmic loop region have been described (Laird et al., 1987; Hicks and Molday, 1986; MacKenzie et al., 1984; Molday and MacKenzie, 1983; MacKenzie and Molday, 1982) . ble, 1986; Nm et al., 1984; Bamnstable, 1981 3d ). Rho-3D6 gave a weak signal ( Figure  3e ) and rho-1C5 and rho-3A6 did not label, e.g., nho-1C5 ( Figure  3f ). Detergent treatment did not significantly increase binding, and dark adaptation did not affect binding of any of the 10 antibodies.
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labeling is now largely confined to the ONL, IS, and OS ( Figure  Sb) 1983, 1985) . a L. light-adapted retina (eye exposed to strong illumination for 1 mm before fixation). h D. dark-adapted retina (eye dissected under dim red illumination. fixed under same conditions).
'. Labeling ofrat retina by rho-1C5 is reduced or abolished at all ages when Tnton X detergent is included in the treatment. a' Estimates are based on central retina: in these two cases. peripheral retina still showed light-dependent staining. particularly for rho-1C5 (see Figure 6i ). 1986; Nir et al., 1984; Barnstable, 1982) and opsin mRNA dot-blot analyses (Treisman et al., 1987) 
